Project-based Learning Template

Project Title:	What Does Measurement “Look” like?				

Date: June 13-14, 2007		Location: Twin Falls, ID

Project Designer(s): Bill Perry, Sally Toone

Grade Level(s): High School; Grades 9-10

Major Concept/Topic Areas: English and Metric Measurement/ Math and Woods-	Millwork

Time Frame: two or three days

Link to Professional Technical Standards: Measurement and Accuracy; following a 
	Process.

Link to Academic Standards: Math; Standard 2-Concepts and Principles of 	Measurement

Brief Summary of Project: In groups of two; students will learn the basics of accurate 	measurement with industry tools: Students will then actually measure and cut 	pieces for cabinets. Cabinet work will be done in twos which will match to 	another group and work must match up for industry standard.  Work will include 	cabinet doors and shelf units using a line bore machine.  Is their work accurate 	enough (tolerance).

Key Vocabulary/Terms:  place values through thousandths; fractional units through 	64ths; foot inches, tolerance/error analysis.

What big ideas or enduring understandings are desired? 	 Measurement accuracy; and 
	application.

What essential questions will guide this unit and focus teaching and learning? 
	How does accuracy impact our world?
	Why is it necessary to be accurate in our world?
	Why is there a need for extreme accuracy in society?
	Where? Why? How does measurement get used in our society?	

What key knowledge, concepts, and skills will students acquire as a result of this 

project?  

Students will know:  Units of Measurement, accuracy of measurements, and 	nomenclature of the industry.

Students will be able to: Show measurement techniques and accuracy; they will 	perform measurements as needed.

Include student personalized goal(s): Their goal will be to see the need for accuracy 	in our world and with industry plus what it means to them as a consumer.

What evidence will show that students understand? 

Performance Tasks  (summarized):  make cabinet doors with hardware to match; 	measure and make side holes of cabinet for shelving and meet industry quality 	standards for work.

Quizzes, Tests, Prompts, and Work Samples (summarized): Work sample of 	measurements done in classroom setting and redo of missed measures; this will 	include instruction on measurement tools: reading blueprint directions and a 	written sample of reading those directions.  This will all be done in the classroom.

How will students self-assess? The students will write a reflection paper after the 	project; it will include analysis and synthesis of project (essential questions)

What sequence of teaching and learning experiences will equip students to develop 

and demonstrate the desired understandings?  (Timeline, day-by-day sequence.)
Outline form:  (could be 2-90min periods or 3-60 minute periods)

Lesson 1  
I.	Talk about measurements
	A.	Where used
	B.	How important is measurement
	C.	What is accurate to you
	D.	Types of Measurement
		1.	Vocabulary
		2.	2 standards
			a.	English
			b.	Metric
II.	Types of Tools
	A.	Linear
		1.	rulers; 6 “ precision rulers
		2.	micrometers
		3.	calibers
		4.	venier 
III.	How to Measure
	A.	Measuring Techniques
		1.	Students measure 5 given lengths
		2. 	Have students write measures on board to show differences
		3.	talk about how written and why they different
		4.	talk about “HOW” to measure
			a.	burn an inch
			b.	on edge
			c.	measure twice cut once
	B.	Writing numbers and symbols correctly
		1.	reading measurements
		2.	symbols used in industry/decide on standard to be used for the job
IV.	Redo measurement worksheet 
	A.	Redo 5 initial measurement to make sure everyone is within tolerance set.
V.	Blueprint directions given—drafting design  
	A.	everyone must read them and create accurately the written measurements.
	B.	discuss error that okay
VI.	Grade

Lesson 2
I.	Instruction and discussion on application of line bore machine
II.	Group pairing
	A.	work in groups of two which are paired with another group which 				represent the right and left sides of cabinets.  Neither group will know who 		their partners are.
III.	Give specific dimensions for inside work for shelves of cabinet
	A.	students measure from directions and cut inside ends of cabinet
	B.	use line bore machine to punch holes for shelving units
	C.	match you part right/left sides of cabinet	
		1.	Do the match to have a level shelf
		2.	Use level
	D.	Rely on results for assessment—with in industry tolerance standard
IV.	Draw new dimension for doors of cabinet.  Same piece of wood will be used
	A.	students will receive new directions for doors of the cabinet to be 				measured.
	B.	New door cut and measurement for hinge hardware on the door will be 			done.
	C.	Use bore machine for  holes for the clip on hinges.
	D.	match up doors on the cabinet—left and right groups
	E.	Do they match and hang level and even.

Lesson 3
I.	Reflection paper work
	A.	What went right?
	B.	Was there a mistake?  Why wasn’t there a mistake?
	C.	How could you change your process to make it better?
	D.	How much tolerance or error is acceptable for mass production?
	E.	What is the cost of a mistake?
II.	Score work together

Plan can be changed according to class time and schedule.  Revise, Revise, and Revise.  A lot of this plan depends on class work and how well they are doing.

Materials:  6 inch precision rulers
		Cabinet making materials
		Clip on hinges
		Line Bore Machine







































APPLIED MATH/CABINETRY
REFLECTION				NAME_________________________________

A. 	WHAT DID YOU LEARN?



B.	WHAT WENT RIGHT?




C.	WAS THERE A MISTAKE?




D.	WHAT IS THE COST OF A MISTAKE?



E.	HOW MUCH TOLERANCE OR ERROR IS ACCEPTACLE FOR MASS PRODUCTION?






















RUBRIC

NAME_________________________

PARTICIPATION /BEHAVIOR
                                           ______________________________  15 pts
                                           (5 points per day)

MEASUREMENTS
	Fit together_________________________________________10 pts
            1st try 
	
Fit together_____________________________________________5 pts
            2nd try 

Lined up for cabinet _____________________________________5 pts.

Paper work done ________________________________________5 pts
	Well said

			Total________________________________   35 points

